
CHAPTER 39

However, between orgasm and orgasm, Eva was thinking about the situation. She had to
improvise. An important part of the plan was to repossess vials of mutagen. Like the ones
Alex already got for her. Seeing what they were going to do with her, she had no idea how to
get them, she didn't think they would be in a closet within everyone's reach. But with Alex
here, she might be able to help her.

"Now!!" She said again as she orgasmed with a new penis.
One of Virgin's heads came closer to Alex, and she, trying to hide it, said in a low voice:
"Alex, I'm fine... really, what happened to me is what I've always dreamed of and you know it
better than anyone. I didn't expect to see you precisely in this situation and precisely here,
but, it's not your fault, believe me."

Alex looked at her with a tender gesture, while he continued masturbating yet another penis.
“..but, I need you to do one thing for me, I need you to trust me, and don't ask me questions.
I just need you to do it and that's it, okay?"
Alex didn't understand, but he nodded anyway. Virgin's head moved closer to Alex's.
“I need more vials of mutagen like the ones you put in that briefcase….And don't ask me
why”

Alex's brain went crazy processing data. Eva wanted Mutagen? and why now? In those
circumstances what was she going to do with it? What plans did she have? Has she gone
crazy? She won't mean to play any tricks with the guards, will she? Does she know they are
armed? and that these people do not go around with nonsense??. But just when he was
about to express all of her doubts, Eva cut him off.

"No! Don't ask me questions, just do it, trust me..." And then, Virgin's head wriggled away
from her neck until it was next to her twin head, who yelled again:
"Now!!" and the penis that she was masturbating began to ejaculate. Alex, who was
distracted, had to react suddenly, because half of all the first ejaculation spilled out of the
canister, but there was enough material to fill it up. Alex kept looking at her without
understanding, but Eva's gesture was unmistakable. She was dead serious, and she needed
him to trust her.

Alex, while preparing the next boat, answered him with a look:
“Okay, I will do it”
And now, speaking aloud, he continued describing his actions:
"We proceed with the next crotch, okay?"
Eva agreed and let herself be done...
One by one, all the penises between her legs, the twelve, ended up ejaculating. It was an
interesting hour and a half, which left Eva quite sexually satisfied, although they weren't even
close yet...
“Very well, we proceed with the penises located on her breasts. If you can please lower your
torsos here…”



Eva, very obedient, listened to him, and she left her torsos at the height so that Alex could
arrive. Righty and Lefty each grabbed Middi's large breasts, offering them to Alex. They were
already semi-erect, but Alex took the left one and opened it out, smearing the lubricating gel
on it as well. Lefty leaned a little closer to him, stealthily, and whispered to Alex:
"I wish we could do this in other circumstances"

Alex smiled at him and nodded. With the penis already erect, he began to massage it. He
verified that since the base of it was such a soft breast, masturbating it like a normal penis
was not going to work, so he began to massage the end of it, as well he knew it should be
done.

He had a crazy urge to put it in his mouth, probably the same as Eva, but he couldn't take off
his suit or full mask.
“In the end…you managed to become something incredible, Eva” Alex whispered to Lefty
“you are even more than I would have wanted for you in my darkest fantasies."

Eva didn't answer, she just smiled warmly at him, seeing a gesture of approval in her eyes.
She totally agreed. And with Alex, her dream was complete. She knew that no one better
than him could accept and understand her desire, and that with him, her body would be a
fantasy come true for both of them... That's why she was convinced: his plan had to work!

Alex had a brutal boner in his pants, but in front of the cameras he had to maintain a
professional appearance. Meanwhile, the three heads of the three torsos had expressions of
joy, which surprised Alex. They looked like different people, but in reality the feelings were
Eva's ones, "hey... it's coming!!" Lefty said, announcing the ejaculation of the penis in
question. This time the quantity was comparatively sparser, but the texture was somewhat
different. The semen was not like the other penises, it had a milkier appearance. In fact, if he
could have tasted it, he was sure it would taste like mother's milk.

Once Eva recovered, Lefty dropped her breast and Righty raised the other to offer to Alex.
“Now it's this guy's turn…” Eva had already assumed what had to be done, and deep down
she was enjoying it. Even more so with Alex being the one helping her. In these moments,
the two of them were completely oblivious to the real situation they were in.

Once he finished with the penises on Middi's breasts, Alex moved closer to Eva's tails.
Studying her body, he decided to start with the tail with 8 penises, Penny was the one who
came to her aid. She moved behind him, while she repositioned her prehensile penis so that
mod was in a comfortable position to begin with. And he methodically began to masturbate
one by one the 8 penises from her tail. It took them an hour and a quarter to make everyone
ejaculate. Eva, until now, had never experienced such a long succession of orgasms, she
was testing all her penises one by one, and they seemed eternal! In fact, the first penis that
already ejaculated was already perfectly recovered, and there were still penises to ejaculate.
She was learning a lot about her new body, realizing that, if she wanted to, she could
masturbate forever without any restrictions.

Once they were done, Alex looked down at the strange torso at the source of her tails. It was
as strange as it was fascinating, although he could hardly get there without help, but Eva
went ahead.



“Do you… Do you need to go up there?”
"It would be easier, but I don't want to hurt you" Alex replied politely. Eva then placed two of
her tails as ramps, and invited him to climb them. Alex took off his boots, leaving himself with
some sterile socks, and climbing up with the cans and the lubricating gel, he sat on top of
the central tail, facing this strange torso. Covered with breasts, and that strange
configuration of arms, Alex found it tremendously erotic. After all, he appreciated foreign
bodies as much as Eva, and this part of her was the most bizarre part. Both arms welcomed
him as Penny floated beside him.

"Which do you want to start with?" Penny said already with some familiarity. The two right
arms from her torso then grasped the penis that grew where a neck should have been,
offering it to Alex.
"This will be fine" And again lubricating gel, in a few seconds erect, and masturbate again.
The problem with this penis was the completely vertical position in the erect state, but Eva
was kind enough to realize it, and tilted her torso so that the penis was in a horizontal
position, so when she ejaculated, it would be more comfortable for Alex to collect the
sample.
"Thank you..." Alex said.
"You're welcome" What a rage, Eva just wanted to be able to be with Alex in a much closer
way, but they had to keep up appearances so that the plan could work. But while they had to
look like they didn't know each other, in fact, even Eva had to look like she wasn't
comfortable with the evidence.

"Now... it's ready...!" Penny said. At the same time, the two arms of the torso leaned
instinctively on Alex, as if wanting to get closer to maximize the pleasure... Alex collected the
samples again and labeled the bottle.

Next, the penis growing on the left side was next. The doubts that Eva had about the
functionality of this strange torso that she had developed in a short time ago were dispelled.
It was perfectly functional in all respects.

More than 3 hours of continuous masturbation had already passed, and Alex was beginning
to feel certain signs of tiredness, but not Eva, who was enjoying the most. Even encouraged,
she came to ask:

"Now... Do you want us to continue for these two?"
Eva lifted her large body, leaving her ventral penises dangling and resting on the ground.
“Yeah… we could go on for these, could you… take them out here?" He would not want to
be under her if for some reason her legs gave out.
"Yeah, of course"

One of Eva's hind legs caught hold of her big, long penis and pulled it between her big
udders and her own hind leg, slumping down again for comfort. Her penis was so long that it
could be in that position with no problem. Alex then walked over and started working on it as
usual. This one also became erect quickly. It was without a doubt the biggest he had ever
had to masturbate. He needed both hands wide open to encompass it well. He managed to



make him cum, but he had to work hard. With the other penis, he had to repeat exactly the
same operation.

For Eva, these penises had not yet been used, but she was satisfied that the size was
proportional to the pleasure. Or at least she was so horny that the orgasms seemed very
powerful.

"Well, I guess now it's my turn…"
Alex was surprised because of a gigantic penis appearing on her back. It was Penny, whose
glans was more than half out of hiding from her. He couldn't see her head, but her arms kept
gesturing. Alex scratched his head. He wasn't going to be able to jerk him off by himself.
"I'm afraid I won't be able to, I think making an exception I will need help with this one."
"Yes, I think it would be the best..." Eva said half laughing "And… I'll do what you tell me, of
course, but I recommend you get a bigger recipient than that…” Penny kept gesturing with
her arms, her head still not visible. Then her tail dropped a little, leaving her glans hanging to
the side, and her head poking out from between her testicles.

"Okay let's see..." Alex said thinking "I think it's obvious and you only have one option..."
“Actually I have two…” She said as Virgin's arms pointed to each of her gigantic vaginas.
But Eva remembered where she had hidden the transmitter.

“Ca…can we use this? I mean, if it doesn't matter, right?" she said, a little nervous.
"Yes... either of the... two... will work for us" Alex replied somewhat overwhelmed. He had
studied Eva's mutation as soon as the company discovered it. With the photos they had
gotten, he studied her body from top to bottom, literally hallucinating how she had turned into
the most amazing mutation he had ever imagined, but having her in front of him, and being
able to do what he was doing, was the best experience of his life. And her powerful vaginas
begged him for action…

Alex gestured for Penny to bring her glans closer, and she squirted a good squirt of lube all
over her.
"Ugh...it's still too cold..."
"So... sorry"

But Penny continued to enjoy the sensations. With both hands Alex began to rub and
distribute the lubricant throughout the glans and part of her body. He noted the rise in
temperature, as it stiffened and gradually came out of its pod, reaching a meter and a half in
length. But then he took a good look at the end. It had not seen this in his reports!
“Those… are they vaginas?? I thought they were urethras!”

Eva was a little embarrassed by the discovery, since it was one of the strangest things in her
body. The two sexual organs mixed into one. She nodded several heads.
"Awesome"
But Alex had to control himself, and focus on what he was doing, and what the real situation
was.
“Okay, you're already lubricated. You can insert it, gently, and remember that when you are
about to orgasm you have to take it out and aim for this cube ”



Eva nodded again, while Penny, with enough precision, began to enter herself, precisely in
the vagina where the FBI devices were not hidden.


